Conrad Hilton Suite
The Hilton Chicago offers 13 residentially inspired hospitality
suites which are ideal for entertaining your VIP gatherings or
non-traditional breakouts and business meetings.
Each suite blends a classic refinement with a cool
modern vibe, strong lines and functional design elements
accented with a splash of energizing color complemented
by picturesque views of Chicago and user friendly media
conveniences. Suites range between 800-5,000 sq ft.

Suite Complements at a Glance:
• Private culinary course dinners and experiences
customized to palette
• Security Team with an average tenure of 15 years
at Hilton Chicago.
• Hilton Chicago Black Car Service available
• Foreign Currency
• Executive Lounge
• Laundry Valet Service
• Salon located within hotel
• 24 hour personalized and tailored services
• History of welcoming distinguished public figures,
royalty, presidents, celebrities and corporate leadership

Conrad Hilton Suite

North and South Imperial Suites

The largest hotel suite in the Midwest, the Conrad Hilton Suite, dubbed the
Midwest White House, occupies 5,000 sq ft over two floors with a grand salon
complete with a fireplace; dining room seating up to 14 guests; a library with a pool
table and bar; a private kitchen; and three bedrooms featuring full bathrooms.

The North and South Imperial Suites offers a large open floor plan with floor
to ceiling panoramic views. The suites feature a dining table for eight,
a wet bar, one king bedroom, and one double bedroom. The Imperial Suites
accommodate up to 100 guests per suite.

Presidential Suite

DuSable Suite

A visually dominating space from the Herringbone detailing beneath your
feet to the golden bronze window treatments anchoring commanding views
of Lake Michigan, our Presidential Suite ingrains a lasting impression of
understated modern simplicity.

Cheerful textural and tonal nuances create an aesthetic and functional
kitchenette in the DuSable Suite. Decorative pendant lighting, tufted leather
half-moon stools surrounding a contemporary cross pedestal table and sleek
stainless steel French-door refrigerator make for a clever kitchen ready for
culinary wonderment.
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Governors Suite
Our Governors Suite greets you with simple style and a genuine high rise
living experience in downtown Chicago. A harmony of water tones accented
with subtle earthy hues fashion a calming tranquility to kick up your feet
with cocktail in hand and calming cross breeze from Lake Michigan.

720 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605
312-922-4400 • HiltonChicagoMeetings.com

